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Modeling benzene orientational randomization in Na–Y zeolite at finite
loadings with kinetic Monte Carlo and master equation methods

Cristian Blanco, Chandra Saravanan,a) and Melissa Allen
Department of Chemistry, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01003

Scott M. Auerbachb)
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~Received 30 June 2000; accepted 6 September 2000!

We have modeled the orientational dynamics of benzene in Na–Y zeolite, motivated by the NMR
study of Isfortet al. at loadings of five benzenes per cage@Chem. Phys. Lett.288, 71 ~1998!#. We
consider guest-guest interactions in two stages: first, we include only site blocking; next, we
consider both site blocking and nearest-neighbor attractions. We calculated orientational correlation
functions using kinetic Monte Carlo and also with a mean field master equation~MFME!. Both
methods produce correlation functions exhibiting biexponential decay in time. Analytically solving
the MFME shows that long-time decay is controlled by a composite of intracage and cage-to-cage
jumps. The apparent activation energy isgreater than the fundamental cage-to-cage barrier when
considering only site blocking, but islessthan the same fundamental barrier when also including
guest-guest attractions. This suggests that the actual cage-to-cage barrier is greater than the 40 kJ
mol21 reported by Isfortet al., which lends credence to previous simulations of benzene in Na–Y.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70145-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The transport properties of adsorbed molecules pla
central role in separations and reactions that take p
within zeolites and other nanoporous solids.1,2 Significant ef-
fort has been devoted to understanding intracrystalline
diffusion in zeolites using pulsed field gradient nuclear m
netic resonance~NMR!,1 which directly probes adsorbat
center-of-mass translational motion along a magnetic fi
gradient. Modeling such transport processes can help re
the mechanisms of intracrystalline diffusion.3–5 Complemen-
tary to translational motion is orientational dynamics, whi
provides information that may be obfuscated by or even
visible to diffusion measurements.6 Orientational dynamics
in zeolites has been probed by NMR relaxation,7–9

exchange-induced sidebands~EIS! NMR,10,11 and multidi-
mensional exchange NMR.12,13 In this article, we develop
and apply kinetic modeling techniques to study the orien
tional randomization of benzene in Na–Y zeolite at fin
loadings, to reveal how the competition between host-gu
adhesion and guest-guest cohesion controls orientationa
namics in zeolites.

Auerbach and Metiu reported kinetic Monte Car
~KMC! simulations of benzene dynamics at infinite dilutio
in Na–Y, with different numbers of supercage cations cor
sponding to various Si:Al ratios.6 We found that full cation
occupancy gives randomization rates controlled by intrac
motion,8 whereas half cation occupancy gives rates sensi
to both intracage and intercage motion. This findin
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prompted Favreet al. to perform EIS NMR experiments on
benzene in Ca–Y with half cation occupancy~Si:Al52.0!,
finding indeed that they were able to measure both the in
cage and cage-to-cage jump rates within a sin
experiment.11 Isfort et al. reported a two-dimensional ex
change NMR study on benzene in Na–Y with full catio
occupancy at high benzene loadings~5.1 molecules per
supercage!,13 finding an apparent activation energy contro
ling orientational randomization of 4062 kJ mol21. Al-
though it is tempting to compare this energy favorably w
previously simulated intercage barriers for benzene in Na
ranging from 41 to 49 kJ mol21,14–16we know that benzene
orientational randomization in such a material is often co
trolled by intracage dynamics rather than by cage-to-c
migration. Moreover, it is not obvious how loading effec
will alter the balance between different pathways of orien
tional randomization. In this article, we address these iss
by computing orientational correlation functions for benze
in Na–Y at finite loadings using KMC simulations and me
field approximations.

We consider guest-guest interactions in two stages: fi
we include only site blocking; next, we consider both s
blocking and nearest-neighbor attractions with our pre
ously reported parabolic jump model.17,18 We find that ori-
entational correlation functions generally exhibit biexpone
tial decay at finite loadings, with a long-time decay rate th
depends sensitively on the treatment of guest-guest inte
tions. In the end, we predict that the actual cage-to-cage
rier is slightly greater than the 4062 kJ mol21 reported by
Isfort et al., which lends credence to the previous simu
tions of benzene in Na–Y.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows:
Sec. II we present our general model of benzene orientatio
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randomization in Na–Y at finite loadings. In Sec. III w
review the KMC simulation methodology, and describe t
mean field approaches used for comparison with the K
results. In Sec. IV we present our theory and simulation
sults in the context of the experimental data discussed ab
and in Sec. V we offer concluding remarks.

II. GENERAL MODEL

We model benzene orientational randomization in Na
by replacing the zeolite framework with a three dimensio
lattice of binding sites. Such a lattice model reproduces
namical behavior accurately when site residence times
much longer than travel times between sites,12,19which is the
case for benzene in Na–Y because of the strong cha
quadrupole interaction between Na1 and benzene. Benzen
has two predominant sites at infinite dilution in Na–Y.20 In
the primary site, denoted as SII , benzene is facially coordi
nated to a supercage six-ring, ca. 2.7 Å above Na~II !. In the
secondary site, denoted as W, benzene lies in the plane o
12-ring window separating adjacent supercages, ca. 5.
from the SII site. The lattice of benzene binding sites
Na–Y contains four tetrahedrally arranged SII sites and four
tetrahedrally arranged, doubly shared W sites per superc
as shown in Fig. 1.

This lattice model was derived in previous work14 by
assuming a Si:Al ratio of 2.0, hence zeolite Y, which r
quires 64 Na ions per unit cell to balance charge. We ass
full occupation of Na sitesI8 ~32 per unit cell, located in
smallerb cages! and II ~32 per unit cell, located in super
cages!. This occupancy model is reasonable considering
only the Na~II ! ions are accessible to a penetrant the size
benzene. In addition, diffraction studies of Na–Y~Si:Al
51.7! find nearly full Na~II ! occupation.20

Benzene orientational dynamics at finite loadings
volve jump angles and site-to-site rate constants modified
guest-guest interactions. Repulsive guest-guest interact
which typically act over very short length scales, can
treated simply by excluding multiple occupancy of sites, i
the site-blocking or Langmuirian model.21 This model as-
sumes that the loading dependence of adsorption and tr
port is controlled largely by excluded-volume entropic e
fects. Repulsive interactions can also change the nature

FIG. 1. Sorption sites and jumps for benzene in Na–Y.
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distribution of adsorption sites at high loadings, as is p
dicted, e.g., for Xe in Na–A.22 The large-pore nature o
Na–Y cages, and the molecular recognition of benzene
12-ring windows, makes this latter effect much less imp
tant for benzene in Na–Y.

Attractive interactions between neutral guests, wh
typically act over medium but not long length scales, c
influence the energetics of adsorption and transport for fi
loadings. In particular, benzene site-to-site jump angles
be modified from their near-tetrahedral values at infinite
lution because quadrupole-quadrupole interactions m
benzene-benzene ‘‘T-shaped’’ configurations mo
favorable.6 On average, we expect these deviations from
rahedral jump angles to be relatively small because of
strong host-guest forces. To complicate matters furth
small jump angles have been observed experimentally
benzene at finite loadings in Na–Y,13 because of spectato
benzenes that adjust to the local effect of a nearby site-to
jump. These are very difficult to account for in a lattic
model, and hence will be ignored in the present study.
such, our model consists simply in terms of tetrahedral s
to-site jump angles. Saturation coverages of five to six m
ecules per cage are found for benzene in Na–Y,13,23 which
roughly corresponds to occupation of all SII and W sites.

Guest-guest interactions can also modify jump activat
energies of site-to-site rate coefficients, depending upon
cific configurations of neighboring benzenes. In order to
count for this effect when modeling diffusion in zeolites,18

we have generalized an approach used previously by Hooet
al.24 that relates binding energies to transition state energ
In this method, we assume that the minimum energy hopp
path connecting adjacent sorption sites is characterized
intersecting parabolas; details can be found in Ref. 18.
adopt this approach for modeling molecular orientational
namics in zeolites at finite loadings. In what follows, the
and SII sites are labeled sites 1 and 2, respectively.

A lattice gas model is used to describe the system, l
iting the range of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions to nea
neighbors, as introduced by Saravanan and Auerbach
previous paper.18 The infinite dilution site-to-site jump acti
vation energies and Arrhenius prefactors, calculated fr
transition state theory with dynamical corrections for be
zene in Na–Y,15 are given in Table I. These are used
determine the infinite dilution jump rates assuming t
Arrhenius temperature dependenceki j 5n i j e

2bEa( i , j ), where
b51/kBT. The lattice gas coupling parameters,Ji j , are ob-
tained from the second virial coefficient of the heat

TABLE I. Activation energies and Arrhenius prefactors for benzene
Na–Y.

Jump Activation energy~eV! Arrhenius prefactor (s21)

SII→SII 0.25 0.831013

SII→W 0.38 0.831013

W→SII 0.13 1.131012

W→W 0.13 2.431011
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FIG. 2. Schematic of KMC run of total durationtT split
into V trajectories of durationt f , showing the division
of each trajectory into time bins of widthDtbin . The
dark circles indicate time instances when jump eve
takes place.
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adsorption,25,26 yielding ca.J5J22>J21520.04 eV.J11 is
set to zero because the W-W intracage distance is larger
typical SII-SII and W-SII intracage distances@d(SII ,SII)
'd(SII ,W)'5 Å, andd~W,W!'9 Å#.20

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section we describe three methods of determin
orientational correlation functions~OCFs! at finite loadings.
In Sec. III A, we describe kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simu-
lations for calculating OCFs; in Sec. III B we describe
mean field matrix equation approach for determining OC
numerically and analytically; and in Sec. III C we describe
mean field theory that describes short-time behavior of
OCF.

A. KMC simulations

We apply both fixed and variable time-step KMC met
ods for calculating OCFs. This is because variable time-s
methods are efficient for sampling jumps with widely var
ing time scales, while fixed time-step methods are con
nient for calculating ensemble averaged correlation fu
tions. We perform an ensemble average by computin
single, long KMC random walk with variable time step
which is divided into an ensemble ofV trajectories each
with durationt f , as shown in Fig. 2. The initial configuratio
of trajectorya11 is obtained from the final configuration o
the ath trajectory. Each initial condition occurs with th
proper Boltzmann probability because canonical KMC ob
detailed balance. The time scalet f is the longest time for
which we can compute the OCF; as sucht f must be adjusted
to encompass the dynamics we wish to study.

Our simulations are performed on either 1351 or 23

58 FAU unit cells with periodic boundary conditions. Eac
unit cell containsM548N sites consisting ofM1516N W
sites andM2532N SII sites, whereN is the number of unit
cells in the simulation. For a given configuration,nW , of ran-
dom walkers, a process list of possible hops from occup
to empty sites is compiled for all molecules. A particul
jump from sitei to j is chosen from this list with a probabil
ity of ki→ j /ktot(nW ), whereki→ j is the i to j jump rate coef-
ficient, andktot(nW ) is the sum of all rate coefficients in th
process list. A hop is made every KMC step and the sys
clock is updated with variable time steps.27 The time in-
stances corresponding to these hop events are indicated
dark circles in Fig. 2. The actual KMC time step is obtain
from Dt(nW )52 ln(12x1)/ktot(nW ), wherex1P@0,1! is a uni-
form random number.
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The OCF for theith molecule at timet, Ci(t), is calcu-
lated according to

Ci~ t !5^Ca,i~ t !&5
1

V (
a51

V

Ca,i~ t !

5
1

V (
a51

V

P2@cos~ga,i~ t !!#, ~3.1!

where P2(x)51/2(3x221) is the second order Legendr
polynomial, andga,i(t) is the angle between the molecule
sixfold axis att850 andt85t. To calculate this average,
constant time-step grid is superimposed on the KM
calculated sequence of jump events, as shown in Fig. 2.
time bin width, Dtbin , is usually chosen so thatt f /Dtbin

>1022103, depending on the loading. For moleculei in
trajectory a, we compute the normalized dot product b
tween the molecule’s sixfold axis at time 0 andt 5 mDtbin ,
i.e., cos@ga,i(m)#. The OCF for the molecule att5mDtbin is
determined by averagingP2@cos(ga,i(m))# over all V trajec-
tories. We note that this average can be accumulated sim
taneously as the KMC random walk is performed, preclud
the need to store system configurations at all times.

All the calculations are performed using a four no
IBM 604e Power PC RS/6000 working at 333 MHz. Th
largest calculation, based on a fractional loading ofu50.9 at
200 K in a 23 cell, required 38 CPU hours.

B. Mean field master equation

We now describe a mean field master equation~MFME!
approach for determining the OCF of benzene in Na–
Such an approach is useful for several reasons. First,
MFME energetics are exact for very low and very high loa
ings, and as such can be used to check the KMC res
Second, comparing MFME and KMC results for intermed
ate loadings can shed light on the extent to which orien
tional randomization can be described by mean field appr
mations. Third, solving the MFME is very rapid compared
performing KMC simulations, and as such may provide
more computationally efficient route to understanding b
zene orientational randomization. Finally, symbolic algeb
programs can be used to obtain analytical solutions of
MFME, which yield remarkably simple formulas and hen
important insights in certain physical limits.

Given that a molecule is initially at sitel, the conditional
probability that the molecule is present in any sitek at time
t.0, p(k,tu l ,0), can be used to evaluate the OCF accord
to
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C~ t !5^P2@cos~g!#&

5(
l 51

M

(
k51

M

P2@cos~g~k,l !!#•p~k,tu l ,0!•pl

5
PW

M1
(
l 51

M1

(
k51

M

P2@cos~g~k,l !!#•p~k,tu l ,0!

1
PSII

M2
(

l 5M111

M

(
k51

M

P2@cos~g~k,l !!#•p~k,tu l ,0!,

~3.2!

whereM1 , M2 and M are the number of W, SII and total
sites in the system, respectively. In Eq.~3.2!, pl is the equi-
librium probability to occupy site numberl, while PW and
PSII

are the equilibrium probabilities to occupy any SII or W
site, respectively. As such,PW5M1•pl for l 51, . . . ,M1 ,
and PSII

5M2•pl for l 5M111, . . . ,M . In addition,g(k,l )
is the orientation of the molecule’s sixfold axis in sitek
relative to its initial position in sitel. The probabilitiesPSII

and PW are computed in Sec. III B 1, and the functio
p(k,tu l ,0) is evaluated by fixing the initial conditions an
solving the MFME as discussed in Sec. III B 2.

1. Determining P SII
and P W

We have previously described a mean field theory
determining equilibrium properties for this lattice model.17,18

For completeness, we briefly describe the method of ev
ating the probabilities,PSII

andPW .
In the Na–Y lattice, with twice as many SII sites as W

sites,PW is given byu1 /(u112u2), whereu1 andu2 are the
fractional coverages on W and SII sites, respectively. Sinc
the probabilities of occupying the SII and W sites are mutu
ally exclusive,PSII

512PW52u2 /(u112u2). We approxi-
mate the loading dependence ofPSII

andPW from mean field
theory in the grand canonical ensemble by averaging o
local fluctuations in the instantaneous energy of each ads
tion site. The occupancies in W and SII sites are Boltzmann
averaged to determineu1 andu2 ,28 according to

u1>
e2b[( f 12m)16(J11u11J12u2)]

11e2b[( f 12m)16(J11u11J12u2)]
, ~3.3!

u2>
e2b[( f 22m)13(J22u21J12u1)]

11e2b[( f 22m)13(J22u21J12u1)]
, ~3.4!

wherem is the chemical potential andf i5« i2Tsi are site
free energies for SII and W sites. We solve these simult
neous nonlinear equations foru1 andu2 self-consistently us-
ing the Newton–Raphson method.29 In this study, as with
our previous ones,14,18 the site binding energies are taken
«2520.78 eV and«1520.53 eV for benzene in Na–Y.30

Site 2 is chosen for the zero of entropy in Na–Y, givings2

[0. Previous Monte Carlo simulations for benzene in Na
have yieldeds151.98kB50.000 17 eV/K.15
r

u-

er
p-

2. Determining p „k ,t z l ,0…

We now describe the MFME equation approach for o
taining the conditional probabilitiesp(k,tu l ,0) at finite load-
ings. Benzene in Na–Y can occupyM1516N W sites and
M2532N SII sites in the simulation cell. For the following
discussion we remind the reader that the indicesl ,k
51, . . . ,M1 denote W sites andl ,k5M111, . . . ,M denote
SII sites. On average all W sites are identical. Therefore
order to evaluatep(k,tu l ,0) for the fraction of molecules
beginning their trajectories at W sites, we choose the ini
condition asp(k,0u l 51,0)5dk,1 for all k. Using similar ar-
guments, the initial condition for the fraction of molecule
beginning their trajectories at SII sites is chosen asp(k,0u l
5M111,0)5dk,M111 for all k. The conditional probabilities
are then determined by solving the following MFME:

dpk~ t !

dt
5(

j 51

M

Wk jpj~ t !, ~3.5!

wherepk(t) is the probability of a molecule to be in sitek at
time t, and Wk j is the total jump frequency of molecule
from site j to a nearest-neighbor sitek. The connectivity of
sites in Wk j is consistent with applying periodic bounda
conditions. The termWkk represents the negative of the su
of rate coefficients for jumps that deplete the probability
sitek, i.e.,Wkk52( j 51,j Þk

M Wk j . At finite loadings we apply
a mean field approximation to these rate coefficients,
Wk j is approximated byWk j

0 (12u1) if j is a W site, and by
Wk j

0 (12u2) if j is an SII site.Wk j
0 are obtained from infinite

dilution rate coefficients, andu1 andu2 are the equilibrium
fractional site occupancies calculated using mean field the
discussed in Sec. III B 1. This approximation allows us
study the time dependence of the probabilitiespk(t) by solv-
ing a system oflinear differential equations. The more rea
istic self-consistent treatment would yield rather cumb
some nonlinear equations.

It is convenient for what follows to introduce a colum
vector p(t) and the transition matrixW in order to rewrite
Eq. ~3.5! as

dp~ t !

dt
5Wp~ t !. ~3.6!

The solution of this master equation can be given using
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric matrix,W̃,
which is given by the geometric mean ofWk j and its trans-
pose element:31

W̃k j5~Wk jWjk!1/2. ~3.7!

Using the microscopic reversibilty condition,pj (teq)•Wjk

5pk(teq)•Wk j , wherepk(teq) andpj (teq) are the equilibrium
probabilities of occupying sitesk and j, respectively, Eq.
~3.7! can be rewritten as follows:

W̃k j5Wk jFpk~ teq!

pj~ teq!
G1/2

. ~3.8!
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It is clear from Eqs.~3.7! and ~3.8! that the diagonal terms
remain unchanged in this transform, i.e.,W̃kk5Wkk . Given
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues ofW, $xi% and $l i%, re-
spectively, i.e.,

Wxi5l ixi ~ i 51,2,...,M !, ~3.9!

it can be shown that the matrixW̃ has the same eigenvalue

$l i% as W.31–33 However, the eigenvectors ofW̃ are given
by x̃i5xi /@pi(teq)#1/2. Under the above transformations, E
~3.9! becomes

W̃x̃i5l i x̃i , ~3.10!

whereW̃ is by construction a symmetric matrix. Hence all
eigenvalues,$l i%, are real and the corresponding eigenve
tors,xi , are orthonormal. This also shows that an eigenv
tor, $@p1(teq)#1/2, @p2(teq)#1/2, . . . ,@pM(teq)#1/2%, exists
whose corresponding eigenvalue is zero.31–33 This simply
implies that the system of Eqs.~3.6! is linearly dependen
because of the microscopic reversibility condition.

In what follows, we discuss the method of solvin
Eq. ~3.6!. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofW̃
are obtained by routine diagonalization. A matrixV given
by V5$x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xM%5$x̃1p1(teq)

1/2,x̃2p2(teq)
1/2, . . . ,

x̃MpM(teq)
1/2%, consisting of the scaled eigenvectors ofW̃, is

constructed. When there is no degeneracy in eigenvalues
solution of Eq.~3.6! is given simply by

p~ t !5Vdiag@el j t#V21p~0!, ~3.11!

wherep(0) corresponds to the initial state of the system34

However, when degenerate eigenvalues are present, th
lution is given using the matrixV and a nilpotent matrix,
N5W2V•diag@l j #•V21, of order r ~i.e., Nr50) for r
<M as34

p~ t !5Vdiag@el j t#V21F I1Nt1¯1
Nr 21t r 21

~k21!! Gp~0!.

~3.12!

From these solutions it is clear that in principle the con
tional probability can have a multiexponential time depe
dence. As we see below, OCFs calculated from both KM
and MFME exhibit biexponential decay, and the MFME a
gebraic results produce two predominant eigen-decay ra
However, in contrast to previous studies on orientational r
domization in zeolites,6,9 these two decay rates donot parti-
tion neatly into intracage motion and cage-to-cage migrat

C. Mean field theory for short times

For short times, the initial OCF decay can be charac
ized at any loading by a rate coefficient,khop(u), which de-
termines the average hop rate of a molecule at that load
In this section we describe how this rate controls the ini
OCF decay, and also derive a mean field theory~MFT! for
this rate.

For short time scales the molecule either remains on
initial position or hops to a nearest-neighbor site. If we d
note the probabilities for these two events aspon and poff ,
respectively, the OCF at short times is thus
-
-

the

so-

-
-

s.
-

n.

r-

g.
l

ts
-

C~ t !5ponP2~cosgon!1poffP2~cosgoff!, ~3.13!

where, cosgon51 and cosgoff52 1
3 because of the tetrahedra

arrangement of nearest-neighbor sites. Using the norma
tion condition,pon1poff51, Eq. ~3.13! becomes

C~ t !512 4
3poff . ~3.14!

For short times poff>khop(u)t and hence C(t)>1
2 4

3khop(u)t. This expression was derived by Auerbach a
Metiu6 for benzene in Na–Y at infinite dilution; as we sho
later, this expression is also valid for short times at fin
loadings.

We now briefly describe the MFT for evaluatin
khop(u), which depends on the population of initial sites, t
jump rate coefficients from the initial to target sites, and t
occupancies of target sites. As discussed above in
III B 1, the probabilitiesPW and PSII

determine the fraction
of molecules starting from W and SII sites, respectively, and
the rate coefficientsk11, k12, k21 andk22 ~see Sec. II! de-
termine the jump rates.u1 andu2 determine the occupancie
at the W and SII sites. A MFT expression incorporating thes
quantities is given by

khop56PW@k11~12u1!1k12~12u2!#

13PSII
@k22~12u2!1k21~12u1!#, ~3.15!

where 6 and 3 count the number of nearest-neighbors fo
and SII sites, respectively. We compare the results of t
short-time rate to KMC and MFME data in the followin
section.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We describe the results of the study in three sections
Sec. IV A we discuss the decay of the OCF at infinite di
tion. In Sec. IV B we compare OCFs calculated with KM
and MFME methods, obtained at finite loadings in theab-
senceof attractive guest-guest interactions. We also use
MFT approach to calculate short-time OCF decay rates
comparison with KMC and MFME data. Finally, in Se
IV C we compare OCF results from MFME, MFT and KMC
at finite loadings in the presence of attractive interactions

A. Infinite dilution

For benzene in Na–Y, SII sites are very stable compare
to W sites~see Table I!. As a result, SII sites are preferen
tially occupied at low loadings. For example, at infinite d
lution and 300 K, the fraction of molecules in the W sit
PW , evaluated as discussed in Sec. III B 1, is approximat
1025 and hencePSII

>1. This implies that the first term in
Eq. ~3.2! can be ignored. By setting the initial conditio
p(k,0u l 5M111,0)5dk,M111 for all k we have made it pos
sible for the conditional probabilities,p(k,tuM111,0), to re-
main approximately near their equilibrium values for allt,
i.e., p(k,tuM111,0)5PSII

/32>1/32 for k.M1 and
p(k,tuM111,0)5PW/16>0 for k<M1 . Thus the problem
of solving anM3M matrix equation is reduced to that o
solving anM23M2 matrix equation only involving dynam
ics on the SII sites. However, since the SII sites in a particular
cage are independent from SII sites in other cages, we ca
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arrange theseM2 sites into 8N sets of four nearest-neighbo
SII sites. This results in block diagonalizing theM23M2

matrix into 8N 434 identical matrices. Each of the eigh
identical matrix equations has the following form:

S ṗ1

ṗ2

ṗ3

ṗ4

D 5S 23k22 k22 k22 k22

k22 23k22 k22 k22

k22 k22 23k22 k22

k22 k22 k22 23k22

D S p1

p2

p3

p4

D ,

~4.1!

where ṗ j5dpj /dt for j 51, . . . ,4. Asdescribed in Sec. II,
we have usedk22 to denote the infinite dilution rate coeffi
cient for the SII→SII hop. By determining the solution of thi
matrix equation in terms of the matrix eigenvalues and e
envectors, we find very good agreement between the th
and simulation as shown in Fig. 3. The system of equati
has one zero eigenvalue arising from the microscopic rev
ibilty condition, and three identical eigenvalues,24k22, cor-
responding to the OCF decay rate. This result is consis
with a four jump site model as derived analytically by W
tebort and Szabo,32 and as simulated by Auerbach an
Metiu.6 We can also determine the initial OCF decay ra
from MFT using the same approximations employed by
MFME approach. For benzene in Na–Y at infinite dilutio
we haveu1>0, u2>1/M2 , PW>0 andPSII

>1. Substitut-
ing these values into Eq.~3.15! gives the same result a
MFME and KMC, i.e., dC(t)/dt>2 4

3khop524k22. For
longer times, this short time approximation can be reex
nentiated because we find single exponential OCF deca
infinite dilution using KMC and MFME, as shown in Fig. 3

FIG. 3. ~a! C(t) and~b! lnuC(t)u calculated from MFME, MFT and KMC at
infinite dilution and 300 K. lnuC(t)u shows simple exponential decay of OC
-
ry
s
s-

nt

e

-
at

B. Loading „u… dependence of OCF for J Ä0

From our MFME formulation of orientational dynamics
it is clear that OCF decay at finite loadings can, in princip
exhibit multiexponential character. However, we find that
benzene in Na–Y the OCFs can be approximated as bie
nentials for all finite loadings studied. For example, Fig.
depicts semilog plots of OCFs evaluated atu50.31, 0.42 and
0.52, showing the validity of fitting these OCFs to biexp
nentials. From these OCFs, we extract a fast initial de
rate,kinit , and a slow final decay rate,kfin , as a function of
loading and temperature.

The MFT approach was also used to calculate the sh
time decay rates for benzene in Na–Y as a function of lo
ing. A comparison of the loading dependence ofkinit at 300
K and 500 K from these three methods is shown in Fig.
We find excellent quantitative agreement among the th
approaches, which is consistent with our previous find
that MFT is very accurate for times so short that at most o
hop is attempted.35 At 300 K and foru,0.6, PW andu1 are
very small as a consequence of the energetic stability ofII

sites. Under these conditions and according to Eq.~3.15!,
kinit decreases linearly with respect tou> 2

3u2 , suggesting
that the equilibrium distribution of molecules foru,0.6 only
allows SII→SII jumps at short times. On the other hand, f
u.0.6, SII sites are already filled and W sites start to
populated. All the fundamental rate constants that depend

FIG. 4. Logarithm of OCFs at 300 K foru50.31, 0.42 and 0.52 from KMC
simulations, showing biexponential decay.

FIG. 5. kinit as a function of loading from KMC, MFME and MFT method
at 300 K and 500 K, without guest-guest attractions (J50).
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u2 cancel out, producing akinit driven by W→W and SII→W
transitions. The competition at high loadings between
growing PW and the decreasing (12u2) is responsible for
the parabolic shape ofkinit at 300 K. At 500 K, W sites are
more populated andkinit shows a smooth decay as a functi
of loading as appears in Fig. 5.

In general, our MFT fails to predict OCF decay for lon
times. Therefore we compare the results of the long-time
constants,kfin , from KMC and MFME methods in Fig. 6
Two interesting observations can be made. First, we find
the KMC rate constants are overestimated by the MF
calculations. We observe similar trends when compar
mean field approximations for diffusion coefficients wi
KMC results.18,36 Second, we observe that the MFME ra
constants show maximum deviation from the KMC results
intermediate loadings, which can be understood as follo
The deviations of thermodynamic28 and kinetic properties18

from mean field predictions are small at both low and h
loadings, where an adsorbate is likely to experience a
form environment of either completely empty or complete
filled nearest-neighbor sites, respectively. At intermedi
loadings, where density fluctuations are the largest, m
field approximations perform the worst.

We determined the temperature dependence ofkfin by
calculating apparent activation energies,Eapp, as a function
of loading for benzene in Na–Y as shown in Fig. 7. Over

FIG. 6. kfin as a function of loading from KMC and MFME methods, at 30
K and J50.

FIG. 7. Apparent activation energies,Eapp, of kfin for Na–Y and the ‘‘Test’’
system~see text! calculated from KMC and MFME methods.
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temperature range 200–700 K, we find thatkfin exhibits
Arrhenius temperature dependence for all loadings stud
As before, we observe that values ofEapp obtained from
MFME calculations give excellent agreement with KMC r
sults at low and high loadings, and show maximum dev
tions in the intermediate loadings. Before analyzing the lo
ing dependence ofEapp, we discuss a test we performed
ensure that the deviations between KMC and MFME sho
in Fig. 7 are real, and not the result of a programming err
We explored the origin of these deviations by testing o
calculations on a model system with a single site type
single jump rate withEa50.13 eV, and the same site topo
ogy as Na–Y. The results of these test calculations
shown in Fig. 7 labeled by ‘‘Test.’’ We find excellent quan
titative agreement between KMC and MFME forEapp for all
loadings, indicating that deviations between these two me
ods arise from energetic heterogeneities in our lattice mo

Focusing now on the ‘‘non-Test’’ KMC results in Fig. 7
we see that at low loadings the apparent activation energ
close toEa(SII→SII) 5 0.25 eV. This implies that at low
loadings, benzene orientational randomization is achie
primarily through intracage, SII→SII jumps. At intermediate
loadings, i.e.,uP@0.25,0.6#, the apparent activation energ
jumps to the value ofEa(SII→W! 5 0.38 eV, indicating that
when enough SII sites become occupied, full orientation
randomization is achieved by making cage-to-cage jumps
lowing access to vacant SII sites with different orientations
The MFME apparent activation energies do not make t
jump, showing that the MFME allows for intracage random
ization even when KMC requires cage-to-cage motion. T
is an inherent limitation of the MFME.

At high loadingsu>0.7, we see from Fig. 7 that th
KMC-calculated apparent activation energy makes yet
other jump toEapp50.4 eV. This effect is intriguing becaus
Ea(SII→W! 5 0.38 eV is the largest fundamental activatio
energy in our model, prompting us to ask what collection
fundamental energies producesEapp50.4 eV? We can an-
swer this by analyzing the MFME results at high loading
since we know that KMC and MFME energetics must and
agree in the limits of lowandhigh loadings. In particular, the
final slope of lnC (t) is controlled by the least negative, non
zero eigenvalue of theW matrix in Eq.~3.9!. Therefore, the
dependence ofkfin on the fundamental kinetic parameters c
be obtained by analytically diagonalizing theW matrix. Un-
fortunately, in general the eigenvalues ofW are extremely
complicated functions of the fundamental rate paramet
and as such yield limited conceptual information. This co
plexity can be avoided by considering limiting cases to si
plify the analytical solution of theM3M matrix. The sim-
plest case is the infinite dilution limit, described abov
where we assumed that the molecule makes only SII→SII

jumps. With this approximation we find an eigenvalue f
the MFME of @24k22#, which agrees perfectly with MFT
and KMC results.

For intermediate to high loadings, we simplify th
MFME by assuming that molecules make only SII→SII and
SII→W jumps. Although such a system cannot obey detai
balance, the jump we have ignored for simplicity~W→SII)
only influences short-time dynamics and as such is unin
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esting for the present discussion. TheM3M matrix was
reduced to anM23M2 matrix in accordance with the argu
ment described in the previous section for an infinite dilut
system. Once again, we arranged thisM23M2 matrix into
8N sets of 434 identical matrices as appear in Eq.~4.1!. The
off-diagonal elements ofW are allk22(12u2), wherek22 is
the infinite dilution rate coefficient andu2 is the equilibrium
SII site fractional occupancy. The diagonal terms inW arise
from all the possible jumps that deplete population at e
SII site, i.e.,23k22(12u2)23k21(12u1), wherek22 andk21

are the infinite dilution rates andu1 andu2 are the fractional
occupancies for W and SII sites, respectively. The analytica
solution of this 434 matrix produces one nondegenerate
genvalue@3k21(12u1)#, and one three-fold degenerate e
genvalue@4k22(12u2)13k21(12u1)#. We extracted the ap
parent activation energies fromk21(12u1), k22(12u2) and
@4k22(12u2)13k21(12u1)# over the range 200–700 K
and compared these to the KMC and complete-MFME a
vation energies shown in Fig. 8. Foru.0.7, we find excel-
lent quantitative agreement between the activation ener
from KMC and those from the analytical eigenvalue expr
sion @4k22(12u2)13k21(12u1)#. This agreement strongly
suggests that the apparent activation energy seen at
loadings,Eapp50.4 eV, represents a complicated compos
of fundamental intracage and intercage energetics, sum
rized by the formula@4k22(12u2)13k21(12u1)#.

C. Orientational randomization with guest-guest
attractions

In the previous section we explored how site blocki
can influence the loading dependence of orientational
domization rates in zeolites. Now we study the effects fr
both site blocking and attractive guest-guest interactions
discussed earlier in Sec. II, we set the guest-guest lattice
interaction parameters toJ520.04 eV, obtained from the
isosteric heat of adsorption.25,26 We have used this model t
explore the loading dependence of benzene diffusion
Na–X and Na–Y,18 finding good agreement with pulsed fie
gradient NMR data for benzene in Na–X.23

Despite this new level of complexity in our model, w
have found that the resulting OCFs can still be we

FIG. 8. Apparent activation energies,Eapp, from kfin and from fundamental
rate parameters for benzene in Na–Y, calculated using KMC and MF
methods.
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approximated as biexponential functions of time. We cal
lated the initial rates versus loading at 300 K and 500
using MFT, MFME and KMC; these are shown in Fig.
alongside the results forJ50. In contrast to theJ50 results,
we do not find quantitative agreement between KMC a
mean field estimates ofkinit . As expected, all these method
agree for the lowest and highest loadings, but the agreem
deteriorates at intermediate loadings. The mean field m
ods actually predict a phase transition from low to high de
sity of adsorbed benzene, as shown by the gaps in the m
field results that appear in Fig. 9. Although we have pre
ously discussed such a phase transition for benzene in N
based on extensive grand canonical MC calculations,37,38 we
believe that no such transition exists for benzene in Na–
because the Na–Y window site is too unstable to support
formation of macroscopic benzene clusters.38 As such, the
coexistence regions predicted in Fig. 9 are simply artifacts
mean field methods.

The long-time decay rate,kfin , is plotted in Fig. 10 as a
function of loading forT 5 300 K. This shows the now-
familiar pattern of agreement between KMC and MFME
low and high loadings, with MFME overestimating KMC
decay rates at intermediate loadings. The marked differe

E
FIG. 9. Initial rates,kinit , as a function of loading from MFT, MFME and
KMC at 300 K and 500 K, with guest-guest attractions (J520.04 eV!
compared to site-blocking (J50). Mean field methods incorrectly predic
coexistence regions for benzene in Na–Y~see text!, shown by gaps in
J520.04 eV results.

FIG. 10. kfin as a function of loading at 300 K from MFME and KMC
comparing results forJ50 and20.04 eV. As withkinit , MFME incorrectly
predicts a coexistence region.
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between the two KMC curves shows the result of includ
attractive guest-guest attractions, which we discuss fur
later.18

We now explore the apparent activation energy ass
ated with benzene orientational randomization in the pr
ence of guest-guest attractions. These activation energie
plotted in Fig. 11 alongside theJ50 KMC results, as well as
the apparent activation energies from various fundame
rate parameters. In particular, we plot the apparent activa
energy of ^k2→ j&(12u j ), where ^k2→ j& is the mean field
average ofk2→ j andu j is the mean field fractional coverag
of site typej 51,2, all with guest-guest attractions accordi
to the parabolic jump model.18 We also plot theEapp associ-
ated with @4^k22&(12u2)13^k21&(12u1)#, since this ei-
genvalue of theW matrix controls the long-time OCF deca
as shown above. Once again we see in Fig. 11 that MF
agrees with KMC at the lowest and highest loadings,
MFME fails to describe the KMC results even qualitative
especially at loadings belowu50.6. It is interesting that
while the temperature dependence of MFME quantitativ
follows that of @4^k22&(12u2)13^k21&(12u1)#, the tem-
perature dependence of the KMC results qualitatively f
lows that of ^k21&(12u1) above loadings ofu50.1. The
same mirroring effect of KMC results byk21(12u1) is not
seen forJ50 in Fig. 8.

Perhaps the most striking finding in Fig. 11 is the effe
on KMC activation energies from including guest-guest
tractions. Indeed, while theJ50 KMC activation energies
are roughly constant up tou50.2, those arising from gues
guest attractions show a rapid rise and fall in the same lo
ing regime. Moreover, while theJ50 activation energies
remain constant at 0.4 eV for loadings aboveu50.7, those
arising from guest-guest attractions exhibit a monotonic
crease from 0.3 to 0.4 eV in this loading regime.

Focusing now on the loading of five molecules per ca
(u50.83) for comparison with the NMR data of Isfo
et al.,13 we find Eapp50.4 eV in the absence of guest-gue
attractions, and 0.34 eV in the presence of such attracti
We find it interesting thatEapp(J50).Ea(SII→W! while
Eapp(J,0),Ea(SII→W!, where Ea(SII→W! is the funda-
mental activation energy for SII→W jumps. As such, includ-

FIG. 11. Apparent activation energies,Eapp, from kfin and from fundamen-
tal rate parameters as a function of loading using KMC and MFME me
ods. The artifactual mean field coexistence region precludes showing p
in the rangeuP(0.32,0.72).
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ing guest-guest attractions produces qualitative change
the way we compare our results with experiment.
particular, the NMR data of Isfortet al.13 yield an Eapp

540 kJ mol2150.41 eV, which agrees well with our sit
blocking result, and is 0.07 eV greater than the result fr
our model with guest-guest attractions. This, of course, d
not suggest that our site blocking model is more accura
indeed, the agreement seen between the NMR data and
site blocking model is surely fortuitous cancellation of ma
errors. This result does suggest, however, that the actuaII

→W barrier is greater than 40 kJ mol21, since in our best
KMC simulations we find thatEa(SII→W! . Eapp(J,0).
Several atomistic simulations of the SII→W barrier for ben-
zene in Na–Y yield results in the range of 41–49
mol21,14–16 which agrees well with our interpretation of th
NMR data.

Applying this same kind of analysis to diffusion da
also works well. In particular, we have shown thatEapp for
benzene diffusion in Na–Y at infinite dilution is given b
Ea (SII→W!,39 which we have taken to be 0.38 eV in th
and in previous studies.18 However, at the loadingu50.21
51.3/6 molecules per cage, we foundEapp531.2 kJ mol21

50.324 eV for benzene self-diffusion in Na–Y, reported
Ref. 18. Moreover, recent quasi-elastic neutron scatte
~QENS! measurements findEapp533.7 kJ mol21 for two
molecules of benzene in each Na–Y cage. Our KMC res
thus suggest that the fundamental SII→W barrier is well
above the QENS apparent activation energy, lending furt
credence to the atomistic simulations already carried ou
benzene in Na–Y.14–16

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have developed a lattice model to study the orien
tional dynamics of benzene in Na–Y zeolite, motivated
the recent two-dimensional exchange NMR study of Isf
et al. on this system at benzene loadings near five molec
per cage.13 The goal of our study is to determine how th
interplay between host-guest and guest-guest interaction
fluences the time and temperature dependencies of ben
orientational randomization in Na–Y. We consider gue
guest interactions in two stages. First we include only s
blocking interactions; next we consider both site blocki
and nearest-neighbor attractive interactions.

We calculated orientational correlation functions~OCFs!
using kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! simulations, and also ap
proximately using a mean field master equation~MFME!.
Both methods produce OCFs exhibiting biexponential de
in time. We also developed an analytical mean field the
for the initial decay rate, which is exact for the site-blockin
model but only approximate when attractive guest-guest
teractions are considered. We then solved the site-block
MFME numerically and analytically for the activation en
ergy associated with the long-time decay rate, for comp
son with KMC results. The MFME activation energies agr
very well with KMC results at low and high loadings, bu
consistently underestimate KMC activation energies at in
mediate loadings. At finite loadings the MFME allows intr
cage randomization, while KMC requires cage-to-cage m
tion for complete randomization. At high loadings, where t

-
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MFME is accurate, its analytical solution shows that t
long-time decay is controlled by a composite of SII→SII and
SII→W jump processes.

We have found that at high loadings, the apparent a
vation energy for long-time OCF decay satisfiesEapp(J50)
.Ea(SII→W! while Eapp(J,0),Ea(SII→W!, where
Ea (SII→W! is the fundamental activation energy fo
SII→W jumps, andJ,0 controls the strength of guest-gue
attractions. This shows the qualitative importance of inclu
ing guest-guest attractions in such models, and also sugg
that the actual SII→W barrier is greater than the 40 kJ mol21

apparent activation energy measured by Isfortet al.13 This
conclusion lends credence to atomistic simulations of
SII→W barrier for benzene in Na–Y, which yield results
the range of 41–49 kJ mol21.14–16

In future work, we plan to explore the influences of flu
phase transitions on molecular orientational randomizatio
zeolites. We have previously simulated benzene adsorp
in Na–X and Na–Y zeolites using the lattice model d
scribed above.37,38 For Na–X, critical temperatures as hig
as 300–400 K are found for reasonable values of the par
eters, while for Na–Y no phase transition is predicted. T
phase transition for benzene in Na–X arises because
strong attractions between benzene molecules in adja
cages. These interactions are mediated by benzene mole
in W sites, which are shared between adjacent superca
thereby stabilizing large clusters of coupled benzenes.
benzene in Na–Y, our simulations predict that the Na–Y
site is too unstable to support the development of such la
clusters. We have explored the influence of this phase t
sition on benzene diffusion in Na–X,18 finding qualitatively
different loading dependencies in subcritical and superc
cal regimes. However, it is not obvious how such a ph
transition might influence orientational randomization
molecules in zeolites. The development of such model
complicated by the difficulty of experimentally locating be
zene in Na–X near W sites.40
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